WE FEEL
NATURE

MECHANISED
PLANTING

THE ADVANTAGES
Verver Export has extensive experience in the application of machine planted flower bulbs in public green areas and
parks. The flower bulbs are planted by experienced operators with our own machines. More experience you cannot find!
We would like to show you the advantages of mechanical planted flower bulbs at a glance:

	1.	SAFE LABOUR
We all know that planting large quantities of flower bulbs by hand is a labourintensive job. And labour is becoming more expensive! The planting machine
of Verver Export offers the solution here: 40.000 flower bulbs in half a day or
100,000 flower bulbs planted in one day.
(* Of course this depends on the bulb size – for small bulbs you can triple the numbers!)

2 . INVESTMENT OVER YEARS
All of our bulbs mixtures (kits for the planting machine) are carefully
composed. The flowering will rehearse for years. The cost per square meter are
low given the durability. We provide an estimate of how many years you can
expect a mixture to flower.

3.	LOW MAINTENANCE
Our flower bulbs plantings mean low maintenance. After the flower bulbs die
down in spring you can cut them back. In fact, a long flowering mixture may
help to save some mowing costs in early spring!
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4. BIODIVERSITY
Flower bulbs increase biodiversity in the public green space. With proper
assortment choice, this planting contributes as food plants for early flying
butterflies, bees and bumblebees. We assure you an ocean of flowers where not
only butterflies and bees benefit, but also passer-by will enjoy!

5. EXPERTISE
Our sales team will check the suitability of your planting location and is happy
to help you to make the right choice from our ever-expanding product range.
Use our knowledge and experience to make the best choice for your (public)
green area!
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THE TECHNIQUE
For each application you choose, the technique is the same: the machine lifts the turf, the flower bulbs are
scattered below the lifted grass. The grass and the turf are pushed again behind the machine. Simple in a way...
But the adjustment of the machine comes very close. The setting determines how many flower bulbs you can plant
per m² and how deep. And every flower bulb mixture has its own settings! The soil is obviously a key factor in the
success or failure of a mechanised planting!
We show you some details of the technique that may be of importance for the planning and success of your
planting projects.

1. PLANNING
For the planning and calculation of your planting project some facts are of
importance:
-	Planting location (eg tree roots, mowing policies in spring and soil type)
- Way of planting (stripes or a contiguous area)
- Radiance (natural or horticultural style)
-	Choice of flower bulb mixture (note specifics given with a flower bulb kit)

2. MACHINE CHOICE
You can choose from three types of machines and use them for all mixtures
from this catalogue.
- The 100 cm machine: plants the bulbs one meter wide. Suitable for plant
jobs in verges and parks.
- The 50 cm machine: plants the bulbs 50 cm wide. Suitable for verges where
the working width of the grass is narrower than a meter. Or if you want to
make long runs but with less budget.
- The City Planter: plants the bulbs 50 cm wide. Suitable for locations where
you like to plant post to post, bank to bank, trash bin to trash bin. This
machine plants, as it were beside the tractor track, and will take the machine
close to an object. Optical your plantings will continue without pause!
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3. PREPARATION & PLANTING
For the actual planting, there are a number of action points for you:
- Mark the plant location.
- Plant locations must, if it is very dry, be watered one week prior to the planting.
- Mow the grass as short as possible.
- Provide at least one person from your own town for guiding the plant team
and to deliver the flower bulbs at the site. These are pre-delivered to you.
- The machine will, in good conditions, put the turf back securely. In more
difficult conditions (strong root growth, excessive rain) it may be that you
have some extra work to repair the turf.

4. MOWING AND FERTILISING
In the spring after the flowering season there are two management points of
action.
- Inform your mowing team that they may only cut the grass when the leaves
of the flower bulbs have become yellow. Only then the bulb growth stops its
process under the ground for the coming season. Often this is approximately
six to eight weeks after flowering.
- In the first year it is certainly not necessary to fertilise, but if you want to
fertilise the plantings you do that when the flower bulbs are just emerging.
This means that the additional nutrients become available during the growth
of the new flower bulbs under the ground. This can be done with an organic
fertiliser or a chemical fertiliser (wherein the N content is not too high).
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CROCUS
Because of its early flowering, crocuses are real spring messagers. You can plant them
in stripes or in contiguous areas to create nice flower carpets just after the winter.
Make sure that you let the leaves grow till the end of the season before you start
mowing. It is best to plant them in a well-mowed lawn otherwise there is a risk that
you can not see the short flowers.

11189

11191

11253

Character of Kits
Crocus mixture
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes

11190

Country style
50 /m2

11192

Horticulture style
200 /m2
Flowering time
4 till 6 weeks
Durability
till 10 years

11189

KIT VERVER ‘LIMMEN’ ©

11192

This mix flowers earlier than the Crocus grandiflora. Sometimes it flowers when snow is on the ground. Take particular
notice of the height, it remains modestly sized at just 5 cm.

11190

KIT VERVER ‘NATURE’ ©
A very interesting invention! A mix of very hardy crocuses,
ideal for naturalising. Very early-flowering.

11191

|

The same concept as with the traditional ‘Heiloo’ mix, but
in blue and white. Extremely beautiful!

11253

KIT VERVER ‘EARLY GLOW’ ©
A pretty Crocus mix where we have chosen a combination
of yellow and white.

KIT VERVER ‘HEILOO’ ©
Surprise your fellow-citizens. If you leave your plants to
mature for 6 weeks after they have flowered, you will get
the same results the following year.

8
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CROCUS / TULIP
Our crocus and tulip compositions are valued for their early flowering and their bright
colours. They are also very durable and multiply incessantly. They can be planted in
the city center or in suburban areas. Highly recommended!

11193

11195

11196

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
no

11194

Horticulture style
150 /m2
Flowering time
6 weeks
Durability
till 7 years

11193

KIT VERVER ‘BORKUM’ ©

11195

The ‘Borkum’ mix is not particularly understated. Quite
the opposite in fact. The contrast between the orange and
the blue is formidable and will be seen from afar!

11194

KIT VERVER ‘TEXEL’ ©
An early-flowering mix of crocuses and tulips that flower
together. First you will witness the arrival of the crocuses
with the tulips joining them afterwards.

KIT VERVER ‘VLIELAND’ ©
The same concept as with the ‘Texel’ mix, but in blue and
red. You can just leave these two mixes where they are.

11196

KIT VERVER ‘AMELAND’ ©
With ‘Ameland’, first you will see a white snow-like carpet
appear. Then, the small red tulip will come to keep it
company.

uyfghaPŒπË
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CROCUS / TULIP
These crocus / tulip mixtures are especially successful when the grass is mowed in
the fall, shortly before planting. Only then you will achieve an optimal blooming
result in spring.

11524

11254

11255

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
no

11198

Horticulture style
150 /m2
Flowering time
6 weeks
Durability
till 7 years

11524

KIT VERVER ‘LANGEOOG’ ©

11254

This mix starts out as a white snowy carpet of croci.

11198

KIT VERVER ‘TERSCHELLING’ ©
Did you know that the crocus flowers for a very long time
due to the fact that it is cold when it makes its
appearance? The flowering period for this mix can easily
extend to 2 months.

KIT VERVER ‘SIMONSZAND‘ ©
At the start of spring this mix has a marvellously
refreshing brilliance about it. The red sheen on the tulip’s
leaves shines like a glossy lipstick. Very easy to plant by
machine.

11255

KIT VERVER ‘SPIEKEROOG’ ©
A simple but cheery carpet in which the tulips flower soon
after the croci. A blend in which every flower stands out
among all the others.

uyfghaPŒπË
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CROCUS / TULIP
These early flowering mixtures have the advantage that you can mow the grass in
spring relatively early. These mixtures therefore are ideally suited for urban areas,
where your mowing plan starts first.

11525

11527

11528

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
no

11526

Horticulture style
150 /m2
Flowering time
6 weeks
Durability
till 7 years

11525

KIT VERVER ‘NORDERNEY’ ©

11527

A magnificent mix of sunny warm tones that will certainly
bring spring to your town!

11526

KIT VERVER ‘WANGEROOGE’ ©
If we were to say white, red, yellow and violet, it probably
wouldn’t sound all that exciting at first... But such a
colourful blend is just right at the start of spring.

KIT VERVER ‘AMRUM’ ©
At first, the tulips are no more than a hint of colour among
the croci, but they soon take on the leading role.

11528

KIT VERVER ‘SYLT’ ©
An extremely warm variant. Red and yellow form the base
of the colour you can bring to your green spaces in
February and March with the aid of our planting machine.

uyfghaPŒπË
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‘P RIMA VENISE
©
DES ALPES’
Put on early bloomers! The flowers of particularly early flowering crocus and
daffodils awaken, if nature still keeps hibernation. Bring your city in mid-winter to
bloom. Would you like to create a similar mixture to your taste? Ask us!

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
75 /m2
Horticulture style
200 /m2
Flowering time
6 weeks
Durability
till 7 years

11182

11182

KIT ‘PRIMA VENISE DES ALPES’ ©
An early creation of extremely precocious croci and narcissi. We would like to pay
tribute to the Town of Annecy (FR), which has perfectly showcased this mix in its
Parc du Paquier. Bravo! The blue and white croci are the first to arrive, followed by
the narcissi.

tBfgaPŒπË
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‘P RIMA KEMNATHER
©
FRÜHLING’
The true spring feeling! One surprise follows another and brings colour just at the
moment that the inhabitants really need it. Especially suitable for green spaces in
the city center and suburbs.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 4 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
no
Horticulture style
200 /m2
Flowering time
6 weeks
Durability
till 7 years

11320

11320

KIT ‘PRIMA KEMNATHER FRÜHLING’ ©
This mixture goes from cream-yellow slowly to yellow to orange and then red and
white accents. A hue that stands out for his succession and experienced as almost
if it were a different shade. Wind and rain resistant!

tB fg ha PŒ πË
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‘PRIMA FRANCIA’

©

More suitable for more wilder plant locations. Floriferous but with natural flair.
A spring meadow that will greatly appeal to most people.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 5 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
no
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
75 /m2
Horticulture style
200 /m2
Flowering time
8 weeks
Durability
till 7 years

11395

11395

KIT ‘PRIMA FRANCIA’ ©
The effect of a spring meadow can be obtained by planting the same number of
countryside and horticultural bulbs per square metre. For preference, plant several
strips side by side in order to create a real meadow.

uzDfghaPŒπË
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‘PRIMA SOLUTION’

©

Narcissi are in our opinion, always a good choice. They are ideal for naturalising
and to use in mechanised plantings. Our narcissi kits have already proven
themselves throughout Europe and they are very economical.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 varieties with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
20 /m2
Horticulture style
40 /m2
Flowering time
6 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11227

11227

KIT ‘PRIMA SOLUTION’ ©
Simple, effective and affordable. With a remarkable impact, these narcissi will
never disappoint. They come in a wave of yellow and orange at first, before turning
white with a total colour change. And above all, they make an affordable solution.

zCghaPŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA GALA’

©

A beautiful natural combination of bulbs for verges that are not mowed very early in
spring. Suitable for outdoor areas of the city or natural parks.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
100 /m2
Horticulture style
200 /m2
Flowering time
8 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11380

11380

KIT ‘PRIMA GALA’ ©
A large number of small natural bulbs blended to make a cheerful varied mix.
Spring starts early with the croci and becomes more and more spellbinding with a
multitude of pretty little tulips.

uvzghaPŒπÊË
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‘PRIMA PIRANA’

©

For lovers of colour and surprises in public green! Because that’s what kit ‘Prima
Pirana’ brings. She gives a guaranteed number of years colour to the city!

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
30 /m2
Horticulture style
75 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 4 years

11532

11532

KIT ‘PRIMA PIRANA’ ©
This mix alone contains ten different tulips, making sure there’s always something
new to discover in March, April and May! Other bulbs complement the tulips by
providing an extra boost of shape or colour.

vyAGghaPŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA HELMSTEDT’

©

An example of a very tight, almost designer planting of flower bulbs. A striking
blend, although the colours are limited to blue and white. It is the tightness of the
blue underlay with a white cloudy sky that makes this mixture controversial.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
40 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11533

11533

KIT ‘PRIMA HELMSTEDT’ ©
Simple? Yes, perhaps at first glance. You really only see the grape hyacinths and the
narcissi, but the effect is no less spectacular. The narcissi flower continuously,
making the mix very effective.

vBghaPŒπÊ
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‘P RIMA ASNIÈRES©
SUR-SEINE’
This composition of narcissi and tulips gives, no matter how planted, a cracking
cheerful effect. The narcissi give the go-ahead in fresh shades after which a warm
blanket is rolled out in your verges and parks.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
30 /m2
Horticulture style
75 /m2
Flowering time
6 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11529

11529

KIT ‘PRIMA ASNIÈRES-SUR-SEINE’ ©
A blend in which tulips play the leading role. We often notice that our customers
think, or are under the impression, that a plantation of flowering bulbs is
not complete without tulips. Our ‘Prima Asnières-sur-Seine’ Kit fulfils your
expectations perfectly!

BDFghaPŒπÊ
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‘P RIMA VILLE DE SAINT©
GENEVIÈVE-DES-BOIS’
Warm, summery shades with a stubborn hyacinth sticking out. One of the new
compositions which also makes use of Fritillaria imperialis. A new dimension in
height and shape variation in our machine blends.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 4 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
40 /m2
Horticulture style
80 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 4 years

11507

11507

KIT ‘PRIMA VILLE DE SAINT-GENEVIÈVE-DES-BOIS’ ©
A composition that especially works well in slightly curved long stripes or as
beautiful small flower bulb field in the middle of a green meadow in the park. With
an exciting spring sun a fantastic spectacle!

yA Jg ha PŒ πÊ Ë
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‘P RIMA VILLE DE
©
GENÈVE’
This new kit aims to give the best colour to your green area! Simply striking so you
can’t ignore in spring time...

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 4 years

11569

11569

KIT ‘PRIMA VILLE DE GENÈVE’ ©
A combination of tulips, narcissi and Fritillaria imperialis which is based on the
favourites of our product range. Fresh yellow, orange and red combined with large
flowers define the look of this mixture.

yA Jg ha PŒ πÊ Ë
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‘PRIMA GENIUS LOCI’

©

This exuberant narcissi - tulip mixture is particularly because of the combination
of some surprising colours... Perhaps according to colour experts it is not the right
combination but with much effect on the green surface of the grass.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
30 /m2
Horticulture style
75 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 4 years

11384

11384

KIT ‘PRIMA GENIUS LOCI’ ©
Named after the Schloss Ippenburg in Bad Essen (DE). Several unusual cultivars
combined with varieties that have proved themselves when it comes to multiannual flowering. This mix brings an extra short-term appeal to your planting, as
well as constant colour over the longer term.

AFghaPŒπ
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‘P RIMA HECHINGEN
©
BLÜHT AUF’
Although our kits full of tulips are less durable, they are still very popular. The tulip
is indeed, next to the Crocus, the symbol for spring. The time of year when the days
are longer and we look forward to the summer.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 4 tulip varieties
with 1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
no
Horticulture style
75 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 4 years

11376

11376

KIT ‘PRIMA HECHINGEN BLÜHT AUF’ ©
Colourful, cheerful with little flowering time spread - so each variety has it’s own
moment of fame. Even if the grass in the spring grows faster then normal, tulips
remain proudly sticking out above the green carpet look.

Ag ha PŒ πÊ
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‘PRIMA EUREKA’

©

Fresh colours that are surely to be noticed along the road or in the park. Not
traditionally designed with low- and early bulbs until high- and late flowering
varieties. The surprise is mainly due to the variation of flowers in weeks to go!

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11566

11566

KIT ‘PRIMA EUREKA’ ©
Often the Fritillaria imperialis is showing colour in the middle of the spring
flowering season. In ‘Prima Eureka’ it is as it were an encore to a flowering season
that starts early.

yA Jg ha PŒ πÊ Ë
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‘P RIMA LA MOTTE
©
SERVOLEX’
This simple but effective combination fits well in the center and in the peri-urban
areas of the city.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
40 /m2
Horticulture style
75 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 4 years

11382

11382

KIT ‘PRIMA LA MOTTE SERVOLEX’ ©
Two soft yellow flowers that complement each other perfectly. The orange colour of
the charming little narcissus cup is picked up by the orangey-red streaks of the
tulip. They flower at the same time, giving your site a particular finesse.

DFhaPŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA AMUSEMENT’

©

A fantastic mixture to support events in the month of April. This carpet can not be
missed, for example with gardening and landscaping exhibitions that open their
doors in April.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
30 /m2
Horticulture style
60 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 4 years

11324

11324

KIT ‘PRIMA AMUSEMENT’ ©
A lovely blend of well-balanced colours including tulips that are specially
highlighted by equally unusual narcissi. A parade of very original varieties!

DEFhaPŒπ
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‘PRIMA AUXERIANA’

©

An old acquaintance under the name Ville d’Auxerre’ as a mixture in the regular
autumn catalog. For many customers, this mixture we have already planted by
machine. But to avoid confusion we have a new name for the 1000 bulb kit range!

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
no
Horticulture style
75 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 4 years

11531

11531

KIT ‘PRIMA AUXERIANA’ ©
In early spring, you will have a set of four tulip colours: orange, yellow, white and
yellow/white bicolours. Their large heads make them easy to see. I recommend you
plant them against a violet or blue background, but you could also plant them
against the same tones.

DhaPŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA ILLE ET VILAINE’

©

Although with machine plantings we lean toward a natural effect, we sometimes
become inspired by a more horticultural style planted mixture. And why not?
Everyone will be cheerful about it…

Character of Kits
Mixture of 4 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
no
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
8 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11260

11260

KIT ‘PRIMA ILLE ET VILAINE’ ©
The white shimmer of spring sparkles here and there with a touch of red. Can be
planted sparsely or densely; both options are possible. Highly recommended.

uvyAghiaPŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA ALEGRA’

©

With all the experience we have gained over years - the creative team composes
kits for special circumstances. The kit ‘Prima Alegra’ is specially designed for moist
soils.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
40 /m2
Horticulture style
80 /m2
Flowering time
10 weeks
Durability
till 8 years

11570

11570

KIT ‘PRIMA ALEGRA’ ©
A cheerful carpet of early to mid-season flowering narcissus, additionally
complemented by white and blue clouds.

yE Hg hi aP `∑ Œπ Ê
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‘PRIMA DONNA’

©

The following two mixtures are especially appreciated because of their simplicity.
Whether you obtain a rural or an artificial effect, depends on the density of planting.
The effect, however, will meet your expectations.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11114

11114

KIT ‘PRIMA DONNA’ ©
Contrasting shapes and colours in a single mix is perhaps daring. But when it
comes to ‘Prima Donna’, it’s a resounding success. Very reliable and cheerful.

uzDghiaPŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA KITISA’

©

With the same thought the Kit ‘Prima Donna’ is composed. The mixture fits almost
everywhere; in the city center, suburban areas or in natural areas.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11184

11184

KIT ‘PRIMA KITISA’ ©
Joyful, harmonious and bright. How successful! This mix starts with yellow tones,
before turning blue and then orange and red. A high-quality floral composition.

uzFghiaPŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA BELLA’

©

Sometimes we need just a beautiful composition of flowers and colours, for
example, for an event. Kit ‘Prima Bella’ offers exactly what you need.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
40 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
5 weeks
Durability
till 4 years

11199

11199

KIT ‘PRIMA BELLA’ ©
A very cheerful mix with plenty of colours and shapes. Very high-performance;
makes everyone happier! Highly recommended as a backdrop to events.

vDghiaPŒπ
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‘PRIMA FLORA’

©

The peri-urban areas offer the opportunity to make use of the planting machine for
an extraordinary planting. You can choose between a planting with a natural effect
or a more horticultural style. Early flowering varieties in country style, followed by
small tulips. These compositions are really very surprising.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
100 /m2
Horticulture style
250 /m2
Flowering time
8 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11258

11258

KIT ‘PRIMA FLORA’ ©
A long flowering period that brings little surprises throughout. This collection is
pleasant to look at and extremely successful in terms of its colour palette. Perfect
for urban fringes or even town centres. Please note: plant quite densely to create a
bushy effect.

uvBghiaPŒπÊË
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‘P RIMA GEYSIRZAUBER
©
ANDERNACH’
On demand of many, yet again a new blue-white combination, many city logo’s
are in this colour scheme. The composition has a long flowering period, the late
flowering species do not survive in a colder climate.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 7 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
100 /m2
Horticulture style
200 /m2
Flowering time
10 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11323

11323

KIT ‘PRIMA GEYSIRZAUBER ANDERNACH’ ©
Use this combination in lighter soils and climates where winters are less severe.
Seven types of joint 10 cultivars give a varied flowering image.

uv AF gh ia PŒ πË
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‘P RIMA SPIELZEUGSTADT
©
SONNEBERG’
Colourful, cheerful and childlike was commissioned in compiling this flower
bulb carpet. The strong contrasts in height, shape and colour; this mixture is an
attraction for the passerby. So very suitable for pedestrian areas and parks.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 7 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
8 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11530

11530

KIT ‘PRIMA SPIELZEUGSTADT SONNEBERG’ ©
A magnificent staged structure in which every flower is always showcased. The
early flowering of the crocus and scilla is only the first sign of the explosion to
follow!

uvAFfghiaPŒπË
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‘PRIMA PLOUAY’

©

This type of mixture is suitable for several application areas, both for the city as well
as for areas with a natural character. And all with the same result: admiring glances
of passersby...

Character of Kits
Mixture of 8 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
10 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11183

11183

KIT ‘PRIMA PLOUAY’ ©
Elegant, natural and produces plenty of flowers. A highly successful composition,
with thanks to the town of Plouay in Brittany. To complement traditional flowering
areas, as well as those with more natural flowering, in which case planting should
of course be less dense.

uvBDHfghiaPŒπË
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‘P RIMA
©
ANNECY-LE-VIEUX’
And again our Kit ‘Annecy-le-Vieux’ with guaranteed success. The longevity
surprised all. Do not forget that we can put together a mix just for you. You only
need to ask us...

Character of Kits
Mixture of 2 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
30 /m2
Horticulture style
75 /m2
Flowering time
8 weeks
Durability
till 7 years

11142

11142

KIT ‘PRIMA ANNECY-LE-VIEUX’ ©
A very pretty mix that has already been in flower for several years in Annecy-le-Vieux
(FR) and in a great many other places in the meantime. A mix that develops over time
beginning with narcissi, then early tulips, followed by late tulips. A safe bet and highly
recommended.

BFfghiaPŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA VERA’

©

The range of flower bulbs that are suitable for naturalising, is very large. This gives
us the possibility to imagine us many different combinations for many different
applications. With the Kit ‘Prima Vera’ we offer a collection that also acts natural
and very rural at the same time. Very nice.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 9 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
no
Horticulture style
150 /m2
Flowering time
8 weeks
Durability
till 10 years

11113

11113

KIT ‘PRIMA VERA’ ©
For creating wonderfully flowering lawns in the spring. Discover more than twelve
different varieties including scillas, croci and botanical tulips, etc. Very beautiful.
Don’t hesitate to sew a flowering lawn alongside to prolong flowering.

tyCfghiaP¡ ŒπË
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‘KIT NARCISSUS’

©

In the past it was mostly the narcissi that are planted with the machine. And the
results are in general impressive. If you opt for one type, you do not profit optimally
from our machine. The flowering then stops just after three weeks. Luckily our
Narcissus kits can be very well planted using this new technique. Benefit and enjoy
a long spring bloom.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 12 varieties
with 1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
20 /m2
Horticulture style
40 /m2
Flowering time
12 weeks
Durability
12 years +++

17003

17003

‘KIT NARCISSUS’ ©
The number twelve is the key word for our ‘Kit Narcissus’. This kit not only include
twelve different varieties of Narcissus, they also flower for a minimum of twelve
weeks. And the final selling point is that this mix of narcissi will also give you
plenty of enjoyment for at least twelve years.

Dfghi_ PŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA ZONA’

©

Often it is our customers who inspire us. This is also the case with Kit ‘Prima Zona’.
Ideally suited for the use in parks or outside city centres and then plant them in
long stripes. Or prairie, where we plant a number of stripes next to each other.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 5 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
10 weeks
Durability
till 10 years

11259

11259

KIT ‘PRIMA ZONA’ ©
The ‘Prima Zona’ Kit always offers something new to discover. Its blue and white
colours are somewhat understated, but it is precisely this modesty that makes it so
beautiful. Flowers every year without difficulty. Be inspired by our photo!

uzFefghiaPŒπÊ
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‘PRIMA AZZURRA’

©

More suitable for natural areas or parks. It is better to plant a ontiguous area than
stripes.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 6 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
no
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
no
Flowering time
10 weeks
Durability
till 10 years

11143

11143

KIT ‘PRIMA AZZURRA’ ©
This blue mix is very beautiful. Flowering begins with small scillas and croci before
finishing with Cammasias.

uzFefghi_ PŒπÊË
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‘FLORA LOVE’

©

That blue, yellow and white are strong colours in nature is also reflected in our
latest range of Flora Kits. To generate length of flowering season you should fall
back on many bulbs in these colours.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 6 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
no
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
75 /m2
Horticulture style
150 /m2
Flowering time
12 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11318

11318

KIT ‘FLORA LOVE’ ©
‘Flora Love’ owes its name to all the different flower shapes in this mix. There are
plenty of very delicate flowers with small stems that grow up just above the lawn.
The Dutch irises bring this floral feast to a close.

uvAFfghiaPŒπË
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‘FLORA CRÉTEIL’

©

For all Kits which are characterised by an extremely long flowering season we now
definitively use the name ‘Flora’. So who chooses ‘Flora’ is choosing plant locations
with extensive grass management!

Character of Kits
Mixture of 8 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
100 /m2
Horticulture style
200 /m2
Flowering time
12 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11315

11315

KIT ‘FLORA CRÉTEIL’ ©
Our ‘Flora Créteil’ Kit contains no fewer than twenty-three different cultivars! It’s
not surprising then that this mix flowers for a long time, starting with the small
and most precocious bulbs and finishing with the Cammasias. A magnificent
natural effect in white, blue and yellow tones.

vxEghiaPŒπË
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‘F LORA MAISON
©
ALFORT’
The planting machine is primarily used, cost-effective and sustainable to plant
a large area in a short time. With good thinking you can also achieve dreamlike
aesthetic effects.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 7 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
no
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
12 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11226

11226

KIT ‘FLORA MAISON ALFORT’ ©
Very special when it comes to the shapes of its flowers; this composition really
does have everything. On the other hand, you will need a slightly damp and shady
site. Towards the end of its flowering period, grass grows at the same time,
creating a flowering lawn. Very special.

uzDHghiaPŒπË
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‘FLORA CHANTILLY’

©

Of sweet, small to large, fantastic! ‘Flora Chantilly’ is especially looking for the
extremes of the season at the end of spring. The grass is much higher but that does
not harm this mixture.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 6 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
12 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11360

11360

KIT ‘FLORA CHANTILLY’ ©
Begins in a subtle fashion with a pretty little tulip for naturalisation and the
adorable little bells of the Leucojum, for example. But to top it all off, the Alliums
and Dutch lilies really get the party started.

AF HghijaPŒπË
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‘FLORA FESTIVAL’

©

The figurehead of ‘Flora Festival’ is dominated by many small, delicate flower
shapes. Together they form a very natural meadow with weeks of colour.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 6 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
no
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
10 weeks
Durability
till 7 years

11357

11357

KIT ‘FLORA FESTIVAL’ ©
This combination is best in green stripes with a not too lush grass growth. The
appearance is mainly characterized by some less known flowers bulb plants with
for mechanised planting.

AH gh ia P` Œπ
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‘FLORA LIVRY-GARGAN’

©

You know them - the flower carpets in the summer created with seed. ‘Flora LivryGargan’ creates a similar experience but in the spring. Flourishes from March to
July - there’s always something!

Character of Kits
Mixture of 6 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
no
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
12 weeks
Durability
till 7 years

11381

11381

KIT ‘FLORA LIVRY-GARGAN’ ©
This is perhaps not the most advisable mix for Europe’s coldest areas, but it is
really spectacular thanks to the large number of Dutch irises. Contains a special
selection of irises that flower early, at the same time as the Alliums.

vzAGHghijaPŒπË
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‘FLORA MUSIC’

©

From classic spring to lavish floral areas... Or from Mozart to a happy beat... That’s
how you can describe ‘Flora Music’.

Character of Kits
Mixture of 5 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
no
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
75 /m2
Horticulture style
150 /m2
Flowering time
12 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11316

11316

KIT ‘FLORA MUSIC’ ©
Spring is characterised by a refreshing mix of narcissi, tulips and wood hyacinths.
But when the grass begins to grow and the seed capsules of the small tulips are ready
to crack, the second floral feast of Alliums and Gladioli byzantinus bursts forth.

vA HIghijaPŒπË
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‘FLORA NATURE’

©

‘Flora Natura’ is characterised by a number of very good perennial bloomers as we
encounter these in the Prima kits. But the extension of the season is sensational.
Remember to inform your mowing team that they may not urge...

Character of Kits
Mixture of 3 types with
1.000 flower bulbs
Stripes
yes
Contiguous area
yes
Country style
50 /m2
Horticulture style
100 /m2
Flowering time
12 weeks
Durability
till 5 years

11317

11317

KIT ‘FLORA NATURE’ ©
The addition of Alliums brings a totally different character to a mix. As a
consequence, your patience is momentarily put to the test in the spring, but the
effect that comes soon after is all the more striking!

xHghijaPŒπË
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PICTOGRAPHS

Diameter of bulbs (circumference in cm)
Height in cm
Flowering time (months)
Density of plantation in m2
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Fragrance
Lightly fragranced

Fragrance
Heavily fragranced

Naturalising
Flowers for several years

Naturalising
Natural proliferation

Resistance to frost
Semi-hardy variety resistant up to 0˚C

Resistance to frost
Fairly hardy variety resistant up to -5˚C.

Resistance to frost
Rustic variety resistant up to -15˚C.

Soil humidity
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Soil humidity
Prefers an extremely humid soil

Soil type
Suitable for sandy soil types

Soil type
Suitable for moderate soil types

Soil type
Suitable for heavy soil types

Requires an acidic soil
Requires humus-bearing soil
Exposure to the sun
Prefers the sun

Exposure to the sun
Prefers partial shade

Exposure to the sun
Prefers the shade

Insect friendly
Mechanised Planting
A variety that can be planted with our planting
machine

Prefers a well-drained soil

Soil humidity
Prefers a very humid soil
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